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Rabbi Alan Berg 
 

Two Or Three Things I’m Learning About Antisemitism. 
Erev Shabbat Services on January 13 and 19, 2023 

 
  
Dear Friends,  
 
 My reflections on antisemitism will be a look back to re-
understand its history, and candid suggestions about where 
we are today.  

Antisemitism in America today is dangerous, and it is 
complicated. If the success of Jewish candidates in the recent 
election does indeed suggest a very different story here than in 
Czarist Russia, so does the surreal candidacy and election, and 
honoring by a right-wing Jewish coalition of a man who it turns 
out only posed as Jewish, George Santos.   

Actually, Santos was one of several GOP candidates who 
posed as Jews.  As columnist Harry Siegel wrote in the New 
York Daily News:  
 I’m not entirely sure what this new pseudo philosemitism 
is about, but I know it never ends well for Jews, or really 
anyone, when people can’t stop obsessing about the Jews. 
 

“A gentlemen's agreement is an informal and legally non-
binding agreement between two or more parties. It is 
typically oral, but it may be written or simply understood as 
part of an unspoken agreement by convention or through 
mutually-beneficial etiquette. The essence of a gentlemen's 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/agreement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_contract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etiquette
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agreement is that it relies upon the honor of the parties for its 
fulfillment, rather than being in any way enforceable. It is 
distinct from a legal agreement or contract.” 

In 1947 the academy award for best picture was won by a 
film titled Gentleman’s Agreement. In the film, a reporter, 
played by no less than Gregory Peck pretends to be Jewish to 
cover a story on antisemitism, and “personally discovers the 
true depths of bigotry and hatred.” That last phrase is from the 
blurb on film’s website. 

He's worked his way up from the student newspaper at 
Stanford.  

His boss tells him, “Tell the story of the people who would 
never go to an antisemitic visit or send a dime to Gerald L. K. 
Smith.” In other words what is the story of the subterranean 
foundation of all that other antisemitism.   

What are Jews exactly? His son asks him. The dad answers 
with a summary of a book called with no punctuation:  
Protestant Catholic Jew. By Will Herberg. Notice the Order. It’s 
the key to the book. The real Gentleman’s Agreement is by a 
very few in the Protestant Establishment, but all that came out 
long after Herberg died.  

As an intellectual of the then Protestant Reformed elite 
Reinhold Niebuhr said of it, “perhaps the most telling element 
is his thesis that America is not so much a melting pot as three 
fairly separate melting pots.” 

This was all after WWII and in the shadow of the 
bafflement of what happened to the Jews of Europe.  
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract
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Positioning these thoughts in the 10 years after 1945, I’m 
trying to identify the actual origins that led to the most 
murderous elements of the Holocaust.  

I had been studying re-understanding three painful areas 
in the history of modern political antisemitism:  First, what are 
the true origins what is the real story behind Protocols of the 
elders of Zion? 

 Second, an event that you may never have heard of the 
Russian Civil war 1918-1921, where we find the birth of the 
newest form of eliminationist antisemitism: the myth of Judeo 
Bolshevism. 

 Third Project Paperclip, the creation of a new Nazi 
structure in South and North America after World War II, and 
coincidentally the same time when Gentleman’s Agreement 
was filmed.  
     We can sense a rise in anxiety simply by reading this list of 
topics, and thus see how antisemitism works on our inner lives.  
   In that film Gentleman’s Agreement would not be what 
the son asks, What are the Jews actually?  
 I find the question itself antisemitic. My question would be 
who are the Gentlemen of the Agreement.  
 It’s Gentleman’s Agreement, not Gentlemen’s. It suggests 
a small number of people, and at the end of the day it was.  
 And they, specifically this group go way back, to the 
emergence of what were called the Robber Baron’s during the 
19th Century Civil War.  
 The four major figures from then are still at it today. JP 
Morgan, Cornelius Vanderbilt, John D.Rockefeller, and 
Andrew Carnegie. Henry Clay Frick. Twenty others. Their trusts, 
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their banks, their law firms, their Senate, Supreme Court House 
and Presidency. All in place by 1880. Anti-Labor, pro White. Pro 
Presbyterian, racist, antisemitic, imperialist, they controlled the 
military as well.  
 Their children and descendants married have the names 
John Foster Dulles, Alan Dulles, David Rockefeller, etc. Brown 
Brothers Harriman their law firm.  
 In the 19th Century, in Europe and Russian as well, it was 
the age of the Robber Barons, and they were both in touch with 
their American types and were organized and powerful in the 
same way. In Europe and Russia, there was the additional 
complication of Jewish Robber Barons, the Rothschilds who had 
founded and created the Baku Oil Fields, as big as Texas, 
straddling Russian and the Ottoman Empire, today’s Iran.  
 At that time, truly running the world thru their trusts in 
this secret powerful well organized way, it was exactly, exactly 
at this time, that for the very first time, a document appeared 
accusing Jews, Jewish people, of doing what these oligarchs 
were actually doing: this is when The Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion appeared.  
 It was an attempt to direct blame for what the Robber 
Barons were doing, onto the Jewish people.  
 Who were the people pushing this? Robber barons, and in 
countries in Europe and Russian their parallels were doing the 
same thing. 
 This is a well-documented process.  
 Rather than themselves they have a banking and power 
conspiracy. And the Protocols let to the conceptualization of 
the Holocaust.  
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 But why Russia. And why did the Protocols first appear 
there. And why at the turn of the 19th into the 20th Century. 
 Because and this is a simple point: It’s because this is 
where the Jews were. But the Protocols is almost an American 
creation, it was here that capitalism was being pushed into 
imperialism, but the Jews lived in Russian, the Russian Empire.   
 The Russian’s called Whites were the founders of the 
Holocaust, which I view as part II of what happened in Russian, 
but still for 3 of the 6 million in the Russian Empire.   

When anything went wrong in Russia in the 19th Century 
and early 20th Jews got blamed. Antisemitism of any form, 
political, religious, economic, social seem to have a natural 
home in autocratic czarist Russia. 

Yale professor William Sumner “The inevitable effect of 
imperialism on democracy was to lesson liberty and require 
discipline, it will require stronger and more elaborate 
governmental machinery and increase. 

So the Protocols blaming the Jews for a world 
government just us this small group, the gentlemen, of the 
agreement advance using Hearst like Fox news, the Spanish 
American War of 1898 Twain: the conquest of the Philippines 
had debauched American honor and blackened her face in the 
world. He suggested the flag should be modified to contain 
skull and crossbones for stars and stripes militarism.” 
        And ultimately there is such evidence for this argument in 
Henry Ford, the only American to be written about by Hitler in 
Mein Kampf, Henry Ford, checks every box of promoting the 
most violent antisemitism in history.   
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 Let me menti0n one other topic and try to open up a 
familiar antisemitic topic with its even worse reality. What was 
the structure of the theft of everything Jewish by the 
Germans:  

 
The span of Jewish economics in the years going into the 

Hitler era spanned the spectrum from impoverished to an even 
larger middle class, a large upper middle class, and a larger 
swatch than our numbers in the population of very wealthy 
and exceedingly wealthy folks.  
 From the Rothschilds to Berthold Brecht, from a quarter 
of a million families in Germany alone, businesses, property, 
clothing, art, you see how the Russians steal today, when the 
people died or were gone, or the Jews could be forgotten 
about, the theft remained The relentless theft of the six 
million, and yes it is true about gold teeth was what the 
holocaust was entirely about.  
 You know all that.  
 What you don’t know is about the Aryanization bonds.  
You could through brokers all over the world invest in bonds 
and make money from this. It wasn’t just for Germans; it was 
for wall street. Largely scrubbed from history but unearthed by 
the same people who discovered Project Paperclip.  
 New German conglomerates built mainly on the seizure of 
Jewish-owned companies sold bonds on the international 
market to raise capital to Aryanize still more companies at fire-
sale prices.  

Bankers traded German corporate securities that were de 
facto Aryanization bonds.  
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 These men of the Gentleman’s Agreement were not 
Gentlemen at all, it is hard to argue anything decent about 
them, and what they did to history is worse than what is 
generally known  
  
   End Part I 
 
 
  

 
 


